Global Beautification of 2D and 3D Layouts with Interactive Ambiguity Resolution.
Specifying precise relationships among graphic elements is often a time-consuming process with traditional alignment tools. Automatic beautification of roughly designed layouts can provide a more efficient solution but often lead to undesired results due to ambiguity problems. To facilitate ambiguity resolution in layout beautification, we present a novel user interface for visualizing and editing inferred relationships through an automatic global layout beautification process. First, our interface provides a preview of the beautified layout with inferred constraints without directly modifying an input layout. In this way, the user can easily keep refining beautification results by interactively repositioning and/or resizing elements in the input layout. Second, we present a gestural interface for editing automatically inferred constraints by directly interacting with the visualized constraints via simple gestures. Our technique is applicable to both 2D and 3D global layout beautification, supported by efficient system implementation that provides instant user feedback. Our user study validates that our tool is capable of creating, editing and refining layouts of graphic elements, and is significantly faster than the standard snap-dragging or command-based alignment tools for both 2D and 3D layout tasks.